LEGAL RESEARCH SEMINAR

La facultad de Derecho ESADE-URL ha renovado su impulso investigador con la puesta en marcha del “Legal Research Seminar”, como espacio de reflexión y debate donde compartir y difundir el conocimiento científico, aprovechando las estancias de “visiting” profesores en la Facultad de Derecho ESADE (URL) y eventualmente otros juristas eminentes que pudieran disertar sobre temas de relevancia y/o actualidad jurídica.

Este Seminario pretende actualizar, recoger y dar continuidad al Seminario sobre Permeabilidad del Conocimiento que en su día impulsaron el Dr. Sergio Llebaria Samper y la Dra. Esther Sánchez Torres, anteriores Directores de Investigación de la Facultad de Derecho ESADE-URL.

Las sesiones, abiertas a los profesores de la Facultad de Derecho, los estudiantes del Doctorado y a los abogados del Consejo Profesional de la Facultad de Derecho de ESADE abordan temas de actualidad e interés jurídico en un formato que, sin merma del rigor científico de la exposición académica a cargo de un profesor o un jurista de reconocido prestigio, favorezca el debate participativo y el intercambio de ideas entre todos los asistentes.

Sesiones celebradas:

· 4 Mayo 2011

“Representation of Women in Company Boards”


ESADE Legal Research Seminar
Representation of Women on Company Boards

I. Introduction

II. Impact of female participation on the Boards

III. Overview of the rules on gender balance in different countries

IV. Strict quota versus “soft” approaches
   1. Constitutional implications
   2. Efficiency
   3. Practical implications, including “trophy women”/“golden skirts”
V. Outlook

1. Factual impact of the debate on corporate practice

2. Larger context of European anti-discrimination law

Annex: German Corporate Governance Code (as amended on May 26, 2010)

“When filling managerial positions in the enterprise the Management Board shall take diversity into consideration and, in particular, aim for an appropriate consideration of women.” (4.1.5)

“The Supervisory Board appoints and dismisses the members of the Management Board. When appointing the Management Board, the Supervisory Board shall also respect diversity and, in particular, aim for an appropriate consideration of women.” (5.1.2)

“The Supervisory Board has to be composed in such a way that its members as a group possess the knowledge, ability and expert experience required to properly complete its tasks. The Supervisory Board shall specify concrete objectives regarding its composition which, whilst considering the specifics of the enterprise, take into account the international activities of the enterprise, potential conflicts of interest, an age limit to be specified for the members of the Supervisory Board and diversity. These concrete objectives shall, in particular, stipulate an appropriate degree of female representation.” (5.4.1)

In Germany the topic of the representation of women on company boards has been broadly discussed recently. This is certainly, amongst other reasons, due to the fact that in a number of European countries including Spain laws have been introduced that aim at increasing the number of women on boards. This legislation leads to a number of interesting questions, three of which shall be mentioned here:

(1) Are these laws aimed at giving more women (in absolute figures) access to boards and thus to a highly qualified, influential and well-paid professional activity, or are they aimed at just ascertaining a certain proportion, no matter if the individual woman is active on one or several boards? The latter leads to a phenomenon called “golden skirts” or “trophy women”, which seems to be well-known to Norway, being the country that introduced the first and strictest legislation on a quota. Obviously the possibility of a woman to become a member of more than one board may lead to a tension with the aims of good corporate governance, as each additional responsibility will put the necessary concentrated and dedicated work for the other boards to a certain extent at risk. On the other hand if the number of board memberships an individual may accept
is too strictly limited this may cause some practical problems, as the German example may show: Some experts have come to the conclusion that about 1,100 women would be needed (400 in listed companies only) if a recent proposal of the German minister of Labour to introduce a 30% quota was to be put in force. In addition even more women with the required qualifications would be needed for replacements. On the other hand if there are better perspectives for women to climb up this career ladder there will most probably be more interest in acquiring the necessary qualifications.

(2) What should the legal consequences be if a company fails to meet the required quota? Norway’s legislation is very strict on that point as the failure may lead to the dissolution of the company. In contrast, the Spanish approach appears to be much softer insofar as academics as well as practitioners claim that there is no binding consequence at all provided in the quota law. This leaves it open to companies whether they comply with the rules or whether they just wait and see. However from a German perspective the Spanish law is already much more than the German legislator has so far done (which is: nothing), even though reportedly the German chancellor recently gathered the CEOs of the 30 top listed companies and made it clear to them that she expects some feasible improvement until late 2012, leaving it open what exactly will happen if she sees that expectation disappointed. For the time being in Germany there is just a general clause in the German Corporate Governance Code that invites companies to “aim for an appropriate consideration of women” and, with regard to the supervisory board only, to “stipulate an appropriate degree of female representation”.

(3) Are women really interested in the positions the quota concerns? Here first of all a clear distinction has to be made that is due to different corporate law approaches in Europe. Whereas in most countries including Spain a one tier system prevails in some others including Germany a two tier system exists, which means that the functions of management and control are given to two separate corporate bodies which are the management board and the supervisory board. Therefore the German discussion which until now has mainly focused on the supervisory board thus concerns a position which is interesting but much less influential than a management board membership. Generally speaking with regard to the position as such and its requirements and compensations there is no reason at all why women should not take a serious interest in board memberships. The practical problems that arise are mainly those concerning the conciliation of a management career with a family. Therefore a really promising approach should include heavy support on the family side, including more flexibility with conferences and availability. It is an encouraging phenomenon that some men have recently shown an increased willingness to take over more responsibility, but in that field as well there is still room for more change.

These are just a few aspects that will obviously need further discussion. Other aspects include the fact that there is a certain tension between the aim of European anti-discrimination principles that aim at making the gender a factor without any importance for contractual relationships on the one hand and a quota that specifically addresses the gender on the other hand.
Considering everything one may claim that the discussion about quota itself has already brought some feasible results as companies realize both the additional value of a female perspective brought into the management as well as supervision issues, and the benefits of a better representation of women in the general public image of the company. An optimistic view may lead to the conclusion that while there remains a lot to do with respect of the conciliation-with-family topic the introduction of a binding formal quota may not even be necessary if there is a strong public perception that a company should welcome more women in top positions.

· 25 Marzo 2011

“La utilización de las técnicas de Derecho privado en las Administraciones públicas españolas”

Prof. Dr. Juan Alfonso Santamaría Pastor. Catedrático de Derecho Administrativo. Abogado.
LA UTILIZACIÓN DE LAS TÉCNICAS DE DERECHO PRIVADO EN LAS ADMINISTRACIONES PÚBLICAS ESPAÑOLAS

Barcelona, ESADE, 25 de marzo de 2011

Prof. Dr. JUAN ALFONSO SANTAMARÍA PASTOR
Catedrático de Derecho administrativo (UCM)
Socio de Gómez-Acebo & Pombo, Abogados
PLANTEAMIENTO DEL SEMINARIO

No vamos a tratar:
- Del fenómeno de la “huida del Derecho administrativo”
- De los supuestos en que jurídicamente pueden emplearse técnicas de Derecho privado
- De los trámites que hay que seguir para este empleo

Vamos a tratar:
- De las áreas en que se ha empleado de hecho el Derecho privado
- De los problemas que ha planteado este empleo
- De las ventajas e inconvenientes funcionales que poseen unas técnicas y otras

Trataremos de hablar no “de” Derecho, sino “sobre” el Derecho.
ÁREAS A ANALIZAR

1. El área de la organización
Las estructuras organizativas de Derecho privado empleadas por las Administraciones Públicas: formas de personificación.

2. El área de la contratación
La utilización de regímenes alternativos de provisión de bienes y servicios: contratos administrativos y privados.

3. El área de recursos humanos
El empleo alternativo de los regímenes funcionarial, laboral y de arrendamiento privado de servicios.

4. El área patrimonial
La opción entre los sistemas demanial y patrimonial de titularidad y uso de los bienes.

5. El área funcional
La alternativa entre métodos autoritarios y consensuales de actuación.
I. EL ÁREA DE LA ORGANIZACIÓN

A) Las causas del fenómeno:

- El diseño tradicional de las estructuras administrativas se basaba en el desempeño exclusivo de funciones de autoridad.

- Primera motivación: la entrada de las Administraciones en el mercado de bienes y servicios para
  - actuar como sujeto del mercado (productor).
  - actuar como regulador en posición de dominio.
  - gestionar activos nacionalizados o publificados.

- Segunda motivación: la huida global del Derecho público
  - en materia de contratación.
  - en materia de personal.
  - en materia de bienes.
  - en materia de manejo de fondos públicos.
  - en materia de acceso al mercado de capitales.
I. EL ÁREA DE LA ORGANIZACIÓN

B) La vía de la sociedad mercantil

1. Su empleo y utilidad

Gama de empleo muy amplia

- Inicialmente, para ejecución de servicios públicos de contenido económico (mediante contraprestación).
- Posteriormente para realizar actividades de producción de bienes y servicios dirigidos al mercado.
- Finalmente, con cualquier objetivo y para cualquier actividad pública, con objeto de huir de los rigores del Derecho público.

Utilidad desigual

- Incuestionable en las actividades de producción de bienes y servicios y para la realización de actividades temporales y consuntivas;
- Disfuncional a la larga en la actividad de prestación de servicios públicos.
I. EL ÁREA DE LA ORGANIZACIÓN

B) La vía de la sociedad mercantil

2. Las ventajas

- Agilidad de contratación de bienes y servicios para su propio funcionamiento.
- Sustitución del mecanismo tributario de la tasa por precios privados.
- Agilidad en la contratación y gestión del personal.
- Agilidad en el manejo de activos patrimoniales
- Profesionalización de los directivos
- Exención del rigor presupuestario y contable en el manejo de fondos públicos.
I. EL ÁREA DE LA ORGANIZACIÓN

B) La vía de la sociedad mercantil

2. Los inconvenientes

- Desaparición de la agilidad en la contratación por aplicación del derecho comunitario.
- La cuestionable extensión (TC) del régimen tributario de la tasa.
- Rigidez del sistema laboral.
- Ineficiencias derivas de la ausencia del ánimo de lucro y de la ausencia de riesgo de mercado (respaldo de capital público).
- Disfunciones derivadas de los conflictos entre gestores “empresariales” y “dueños” políticos con objetivos distintos de la obtención del beneficio y de la eficiencia.
- Creciente rigor e inconfortabilidad de la legislación societaria.
I. EL ÁREA DE LA ORGANIZACIÓN

B) La vía de las fundaciones públicas

1. *El triple origen*
   
   ➢ La huida del rigor de la normativa societaria.
   
   ➢ La realización de actividades sin fin de lucro y carentes de componentes autoritarios: sanidad, arte, investigación.
   
   ➢ Por fin, vehículo de la huida indiscriminada, con independencia del objeto.

2. *Ventajas y desventajas*
   
   ➢ Facilidad para captación de capital privado (beneficios fiscales).
   
   ➢ Agilidad de funcionamiento: ausencia de reglas.
   
   ➢ Sometimiento a un protectorado con mentalidad “benéfica”.
C) Otras vías

1. La asociación civil
   - Problemas: insuficiencia de fórmulas asociativas propias del Derecho público, y exclusión inicial (luego resuelta) de las personas públicas del derecho de asociación.
   - Un empleo limitado hasta la fecha. Excepciones.

2. Otras vías por explorar
   - La comunidad de bienes.
   - Las UTEs
   - Las agrupaciones de interés económico.
   - Las joint ventures y otras fórmulas atípicas.

D) Conclusiones

Pobreza de las fórmulas públicas y privadas
A) La evolución del problema

- El motivo nuclear, en términos históricos, de la emigración administrativa al Derecho privado.

- Fundamento de la pretensión
  
  - Aspiración de eliminar las actividades preparatorias de los contratos (hasta adjudicación). El motivo de la lentitud y las razones ilegítimas.
  
  - Indiferencia respecto del contenido, efectos y extinción del contrato: atipicidad y autonomía de la voluntad.
  
  - En las Administraciones territoriales, un esfuerzo inútil: neutralización por la vía de los actos separables.
II. EL ÁREA DE LA CONTRATACIÓN

B) La situación legal y sus disfunciones

- Las dos sucesivas leyes de contratos mantienen los de carácter privado junto a los administrativos.

- Los inconvenientes:
  - delimitación incierta respecto de los contratos administrativos;
  - preparación y adjudicación sometidas al Derecho administrativo;
  - desaparición de los privilegios propios de los contratos administrativos.

- Conclusión: los contratos privados se han convertido en
  - una categoría residual;
  - un instrumento de ingrata utilización (todos los inconvenientes de los contratos administrativos y ninguna de sus ventajas).
A) Evolución del problema

- Hasta la transición
  - generalización del sistema de funcionarios interinos;
  - incapacidad de los procedimientos selectivos clásicos;
  - presiones constantes para la consolidación.

- Los últimos treinta años: la moda de la laboralización y sus múltiples causas
  - montaje de las nuevas Administraciones autonómicas;
  - creación de una clientela política de fácil reclutamiento;
  - hostilidad abierta a los grandes cuerpos;
  - presión sindical.

- Resultado: un sistema de empleo público formalmente dual.
B) Pérdida de actualidad de la cuestión

- Laboralización de la legislación de funcionarios
- Funcionarización de las relaciones laborales en la Administración
- Los instrumentos: los convenios colectivos y la negociación colectiva en las Administraciones.

C) Los inconvenientes del régimen laboral

- Dificultad creciente de la gestión del personal laboral: la interferencia sindical.
- Incremento de coste por indexación salarial.
- Tendencias hacia la funcionarización del personal laboral.
- Inadecuación de la relación laboral para la prestación de servicios
  - De alto nivel y/o
  - Con un sistema de dedicación incompatible con un régimen de horario.
IV. EL ÁREA PATRIMONIAL

A) **La dualidad de regímenes patrimoniales y su carácter ficticio**

- El carácter originariamente residual de los bienes patrimoniales y el fenómeno de la demanialización expansiva.

- La óptica dominante de los bienes inmuebles, propia de una economía agraria y pequeñoburguesa).

- La asimilación progresiva de los bienes patrimoniales a los demaniales.

- Causas: las Administraciones, malas propietarias: desatención hacia sus bienes y sobreprotección frente a usurpaciones.
IV. EL ÁREA PATRIMONIAL

B) **Los efectos negativos del sistema**

- El régimen privilegiado de los bienes está centrado en los inmuebles; desinterés por los muebles y valores, de mucha mayor importancia actual.

- El régimen demanial como causa de infrautilización de los bienes y de uso ineficiente de bienes escasos. El supuesto de las aguas.

- El régimen privilegiado no protege adecuadamente los bienes.

C) **Los intentos de corrección**

- La necesidad de puesta en valor de los bienes públicos: generación de ingresos y creación de riqueza privada.

- La vía anómala de la desdemanialización: los casos de Correos y AENA.
V. EL ÁREA FUNCIONAL

A) La visión clásica: la Administración del palo y la zanahoria

- Exclusividad formal de los instrumentos de actuación basados en la imposición autoritaria.

- El palo:
  - El imperio de la autotutela: reglamentos, actos, expropiaciones, sanciones.
  - La desnaturalización de las fórmulas consensuales: el blindaje de los contratos administrativos con privilegios autoritarios.

- La zanahoria: el sistema subvencional.

- Un sistema sólo adecuado para regir una sociedad civil inexistente y una economía de subsistencia.
V. EL ÁREA FUNCIONAL

B) La inadecuación de la Administración tradicional

- La Administración reguladora de una economía avanzada precisa de instrumentos de mucha mayor sutileza.

- Crisis de los instrumentos clásicos (reglamentos, actos, expropiaciones, sanciones).

- Emergencia extralegal de formas de acción consensual
  - Las modalidades de normación paccionada.
  - La contractualización del urbanismo.
  - La terminación convencional de los procedimientos.
  - La eterna pugna por los medios extrajudiciales de resolución de conflictos.

- La necesidad imperiosa de tomarse en serio el principio de confianza legítima.
Muchas gracias
16 Febrero 2011

“El Tribunal Supremo de Estados Unidos: Un tribunal en transición”

Prof. Toni M. Fine. Fordham University School of law.
The Supreme Court of the United States:
A Court in Transition

Toni M. Fine
Fordham Law School • NYC
Tfine@law.fordham.edu
**The Federal Court System**

- Constitutional Basis for Federal Judiciary (Article III):
  - One Supreme Court
    - Other “inferior” courts as established by Congress.
    - First assembled in 1790
  - Appointment process:
    - Nomination by the President; and
    - Confirmation by the Senate.
    - Increasingly politicized in recent years.
  - No Constitutionally-prescribed qualifications for federal judges.
  - Institutional attributes of judicial independence:
    - Life tenure – no maximum term or age.
    - No diminution in salary.
    - The (implied) power of judicial review.
- Autonomous judicial systems in each state.
THE U.S. SUPREME COURT

- Members of the Court:
  - Nine in all, set in 1869.
  - Chief Justice:
    - Most senior by operation of law.
    - “First among equals.”
  - Eight (8) Associate Justices.
  - Sits *en banc*, absent recusal.

- Court Term
  - Begins first Monday in October.
  - Ends late June/early July, when Court finishes its business.
The U.S. Supreme Court

- Supreme Court’s Jurisdiction:
  - Small area of “original” jurisdiction.
  - Small area of mandatory appellate jurisdiction.
  - Most cases on discretionary appeal via the writ of *certiorari*:
    - Cases come from U.S. courts of appeal or state courts of last resort.
Writ of Certiorari

- 8,000 (approx.) petitions filed each year
  - 80-90 petitions typically granted.

- The “Certiorari Pool”
  - Most justices pool certiorari petitions and circulate summaries for the others in the pool.

- The Rule of Four
  - Four votes in favor of review to grant writ.
  - No explanation for denials of certiorari
The (Traditional) Political Binary

- **Nature of Judicial Attitudes:**
  - “Liberal”/”Progressive” versus “Conservative”
  - Proxy = party of appointing President
    - Liberal/Progressive = Democrat
    - Conservative = Republican

- **Not clear cut:**
  - Especially in recent years
  - Many issues “cut both ways”
The (Traditional) Political Binary

- Conservative:
  - Protectionist toward big business and moneyed interests.
  - Little support for the interests of women and minorities.
  - Little concern for rights of those accused of crime.
  - Approve of religious influence in civil life.
  - Limited role for federal government/more expansive states rights.
  - Restrained judicial role; greater deference to political branches; restricted access to courts.
  - “Originalist” re Constitutional interpretation.
  - Respect for precedent and stare decisis.
The Political Binary (contd.)

- Liberal (“Progressive”)
  - Protectionist toward individual rights.
  - Support for interests of women and minorities.
  - Vigorous protection of Constitutional rights of those accused of crime.
  - Strong separation of church and state.
  - Protective of environmental interests.
  - Expansive role for federal government.
  - Vibrant role for the judiciary; broad access to courts
  - View of a “living” Constitution.
  - More willingness to undo precedent when necessary.
# The Supreme Court - June 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justice</th>
<th>Appointing President (Party)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rehnquist, C.J.</td>
<td>Nixon (R); Bush I (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens</td>
<td>Ford (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor</td>
<td>Reagan (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalia</td>
<td>Reagan (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>Reagan (R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souter</td>
<td>Bush I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Bush I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsburg</td>
<td>Clinton (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer</td>
<td>Clinton (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>Judicial Behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehnquist, C.J.</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens</td>
<td>Progressive**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O’Connor</td>
<td>Swing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalia</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>Swing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souter</td>
<td>Progressive**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsburg</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUPREME COURT AFTER JUNE 2005

- O’Connor announces retirement upon confirmation of a successor.
  - Bush nominates John Roberts as O’Connor’s successor.
- Rehnquist passes away.
  - Bush nominates Roberts to succeed Rehnquist instead.
  - Roberts handily confirmed.
  - First change to Supreme Court in 11 years.
Who will fill O’Connor’s seat?

- Harriet Miers
  - White House Counsel.
  - Opposed by right, left, and everyone else.

- Samuel Alito
  - Confirmed largely along party lines.
SUPREME COURT CHANGES – 2005
ROBERTS SUCCEEDS REHNQUIST
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justice</th>
<th>Judicial Behavior</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, C.J.</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevens</td>
<td>Progressive**</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalia</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>Swing*</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souter</td>
<td>Progressive**</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsburg</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alito</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE COURT AS OF JUNE 2008

Roberts, C.J. (b. 1955)
Stevens (b. 1920)
Kennedy (b. 1936)
Scalia (b. 1936)
Souter (b. 1939)

Thomas (b. 1948)
Ginsburg (b. 1933)
Breyer (b. 1938)
Alito (b. 1950)
November 2008: Obama versus McCain

- Obama Victory:
  - Ability to keep current balance on the court.
  - No realistic likelihood of dramatic shift in balance.

- McCain Victory:
  - Could have dramatically re-shaped Court.
Why No Major Opportunity for Obama?

- Likely vacancies are progressive:
  - Souter (retired summer 2009).
  - Stevens (aged 90; retired summer 2010).
  - Ginsburg (aged 76; may not be well).
- Conservative justices’ dates of birth:
  - 1936 (Scalia and Kennedy).
  - 1950 (Alito)
  - 1948 (Thomas)
  - 1955 (Roberts, C.J.)
2009 Membership Change

- Souter Resigns, Summer 2009.
- Obama Nominates Sonia Sotomayor:
Justice Sotomayor

- Confirmation:
  - Supported by all Democrats
  - Opposed by most Republicans
    - “Wise Latina” comment.
- First Hispanic ever on the Court
- Third woman in history of the Court.
COURT CHANGE (2009)
SOTOMAYOR REPLACES SOUTER
2010 Membership Change

- Justice Stevens, aged 90, announces retirement.
  - Bulwark of progressive arm of the Court

- Obama nominates Elena Kagan:
  - Solicitor General of the United States.
  - Former Dean of Harvard Law School.
  - Confirmed largely along party lines.
COURT CHANGE (2010)
KAGAN REPLACES STEVENS
Membership Changes: The Math

- Roberts Succeeding Rehnquist:
  - Change in style but not ideology.
- Alito Replacing O’Connor:*
  - O’Connor = swing voter.
  - Alito = solid conservative.
- Sotomayor Replacing Souter:
  - Similar ideology.
- Kagan Replacing Stevens:
  - Similar ideology.
# Supreme Court as of Today

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Justice</th>
<th>Judicial Behavior</th>
<th>Year of Birth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, C.J.</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalia</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>Swing*</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Souter</td>
<td>Progressive**</td>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginsburg</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breyer</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alito</td>
<td>Conservative</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotomayor</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kagan</td>
<td>Progressive</td>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE COURT TODAY

Roberts, C.J. (b. 1955)
Kennedy (b. 1936)
Scalia (b. 1936)
Thomas (b. 1948)
Gonsburg (b. 1933)
Breyer (b. 1938)
Alito (b. 1950)
Sotomayor (b. 1954)
Kagan (b. 1960)
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

2005 Term:
- Roberts new Chief Justice.
- Alito joins term midway through.
- Boring term – few interesting cases or rulings of major importance.
IMPACT OF CHANGES IN COURT MEMBERSHIP

- **2006 Term:**
  - Court bitterly divided on issues of extreme importance.
  - Stormy term with scathing dissents.
  - 13 out of 41 decisions decided by votes of 5-4.
    - Largest number of 5-4 decisions in modern history.
  - One progressive victory:
    - Standing/Access to Courts/Environmental Law: *Massachusetts v. EPA.*
IMPACT OF CHANGES IN COURT MEMBERSHIP

• 2006 Term:
  ○ Major Conservative Victories:
    ▪ Criminal Procedure/Access to Courts: *Bowles v. Russell*.
    ▪ Abortion: *Gonzales v. Carhart*.
    ▪ Freedom of Speech: *Morse v. Frederick*.
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

- 2007 Term:
  - Again, many deeply polarizing cases:
    - Detainee Rights -- *Boumediene v. Bush*
    - Voting Rights -- *Indiana Democratic Party v. Rokita*.
    - Death Penalty -- *Baze v. Rees; Kennedy v. Louisiana*.
    - Federalism/International Law -- *Medellin v. Texas*.
    - Second Amendment right to bear arms -- *District of Colombia v. Heller*. 
IMPACT OF CHANGES IN COURT MEMBERSHIP

• 2007 Term:
  o Court Not as Bitterly Divided.
    ▪ Fewer 5-4 decisions.
  o Several Victories for Progressive Bloc:
    ▪ Detainee Rights -- Boumediene v. Bush
    ▪ Death Penalty – Kennedy v. Louisiana.
2007 Term:

- Conservative Victories – (Some) Not as Strident or Definitive:
  - Death Penalty – *Baze v. Rees*.
  - Voting Rights -- *Indiana Democratic Party v. Rokita*.
  - Federalism/International Law – *Medellin v. Texas*.
  - Second Amendment right to bear arms – *District of Colombia v. Heller*.
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

- 2007 Term: Far fewer 5-4 opinions. Why?
  - “Election effect.”
  - Public outcry over *Ledbetter*.
  - Calm after the 2006 term “storm.”
  - Scholarly criticism of Roberts.
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

- 2008 Term:
  - Strong Conservative Tendencies:
    - Court took incremental steps in important cases.
    - Conservative justices laid groundwork for further shifts to the right.
    - Justice Kennedy often sided with conservatives.
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

2008 Term:

- Return to highly polarized Court.
  - Court divided 5-4 or 6-3 in almost ½ of the cases.
  - Critical Role of Justice Kennedy:
    - Majority 92% of the time.
    - Majority in all but 5 of the 23 5-4 decisions.
    - Joined conservatives more often than liberals, and in almost all of the most important cases.
Impact of Changes in Court Membership

- **2009 Term:**
  - **Center of Gravity has Moved to the Right:**
    - Most conservative justices – Scalia, Thomas, and Alito -- cast fewest dissents.
    - Liberal justices dissented frequently.
  - **May no longer be the “Kennedy Court”:**
    - Kennedy in dissent in 5 of 18 cases decided by vote of 5 to 4.
    - Voted with conservatives in most divided cases.
  - **Chief Justice Roberts took control:**
    - In majority 92% of the time, more than another justice.
Major Conservative Victories:
- Further limits to rights of criminal defendants.
- Extended Second Amendment rights as against limits imposed by state and local governments.
- Many vague opinions, criticized as being unhelpful to lower courts.
Major Conservative Victories:

- *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission* – no campaign spending limits for companies and labor unions.
  - Stevens in dissent: Majority “blazes through our precedents” in a “dramatic break from our past.”
  - Roberts concurring: Justifying departure from precedent.
**Impact of Changes in Court Membership**

- *Citizens United* Promises Important Legacy:
  - Recognizes important rights of corporations in First Amendment context.
  - Could be extended to cases involving due process and equal protection rights.
Some Modest Conclusions

- Changes in membership have resulted in shift to right.
  - Obama could only keep balance.
- Chief Justice Roberts is very much in control of the Court.
  - Often in majority.
  - Kennedy’s vote less important than it was.
- Ages of new justices declining.
  - Way for nominating president to ensure longstanding impact.
  - What is the minimum likely age?
Some Modest Conclusions

- Conservative trends likely to have major impact as Obama initiatives reach Court:
  - Stem cell research.
  - Health care legislation.
  - Financial reform legislation.
This Year’s Docket

- First Amendment Speech:
  - Tort arising from protest at military funeral (*Snyder v. Phelps*)
  - Constitutionality of laws prohibiting sale of violent games to minors (*Schwatzennegger v. Entertainment Merchants Association*)
**THIS YEAR’S DOCKET**

- **Business Law:**
  - Federal Arbitration Act preemption of state rule that waiver of class arbitration in consumer contract may be unenforceable (*ATT v. Concepcion*).
  - Federal preempton of Arizona law imposing sanctions on employers who hire unauthorized workers (*United States v. Whiting*)
What’s Next?

- Will Obama get the chance to appoint another Justice?
  - Ruth Bader Ginsburg:
    - 77 years of age
    - Pancreatic cancer.
    - Recently widowed.

- What happens if Republicans take control of White House in 2013?
  - Possible retirement of several progressive and conservative justices.
Thank You!

Gracias por su atencion!

Toni M. Fine
tfine@law.fordham.edu
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“Global wrongs and private law remedies and procedures”

Prof. Dr. Stathis Banakas. UEA Law School, England.

Resumen: „Global wrongs” are perceived as violations of personal or communal interests, whether already protected by domestic or international law or emerging for protection in the dynamic of global communication, legal pluralism and the global exchange of ideas and values.

Such global wrongs can either be international or transnational, such as harm that geographically transcends domestic jurisdictional frontiers, or for which domestic courts claim universal jurisdiction (as in the case of the Alien Torts Claims Act in the United States), or be local but common to several jurisdictions (such as dispersed or trivial losses, or private rights of self defense).

Private law remedies and procedures include remedies in all areas of private law, patrimonial (contract, tort, property, succession) or non-patrimonial (family and personality rights and remedies for violation of personal freedoms), or criminal (private law driven international criminal justice remedies), and formal and informal procedures, including public interest litigation and alternative dispute resolution procedures and practices.

Attention must be drawn to the possible ambivalent effect of the spread of global private law litigation. On the one hand is the positive and beneficial effect of compensating harm and restoring justice across domestic jurisdictional frontiers, empowering lawyers and judges to use in an innovative way private law remedies and procedures in non-Western societies and in pluralistic legal orders, as well as for the defense of the rights of the economically and socially weak against the might of advancing financial globalization. On the other hand is the negative and adverse effect of private law remedies and procedures being used by harmers to intimidate or further harm their pursuers or victims, or in order to contribute further to global inequality by not being available to certain excluded individuals and communities, such as so-called illegal immigrants or marginalized indigenous communities who live in conditions of legal, social and economic exclusion, or to perpetuate historical injustices through strict enforcement of property rights and other Western-type individual rights and freedoms.

One negative effect is exacerbated by strict adherence to Westphalian monistic doctrines of the rule of law in the enforcement of private law remedies and the availability of private law procedures, with increasing intolerance for legal pluralism (not only in the West but also in countries such as China and Japan), which sometimes drives other legal non-Western cultures underground. The contrast with the power of the official law undermines the authority of such cultures; resentment and conflict follow. Furthermore, as exclusively Western produced devices, private law remedies and procedures may overpower globally other private law cultures or modify them (such as the case of so-called Islamic finance devices), thus perpetuating and consolidating Western legal neo-colonialism and excluding any significant global influence of other legal cultures, and obliging non-Western societies and communities
to learn and adopt Western legal practices or use the services of Western educated lawyers at a great cultural and financial cost.
Private Law Remedies and Procedures:
A Double-Edged Sword?

STATHIS BANAKAS

INTRODUCTION

The complexity of the issue of global reach of private law remedies and procedures is evident in the light of the diverse studies assembled in this collection. Several factors are at play, moral, political, social, cultural and economic. Even this classification of the issues itself is arguably controversial. To make sense of the enormous amount of development in this field and prepare for the future, certain pointers of strategy, for active participants as well commentators and other bystanders, are necessary. Any reflection on the law and legal evolution, even more importantly in a context of multi-layered transnational evolution such the one under consideration, must start by being firmly grounded in reality. The following, it is submitted, are important questions that the present realities of the global reach of private law remedies and procedures pose:

- What drives this evolution?
- How are global remedies and procedures validated and what mechanisms are used?
- What is the relationship of this evolution to traditional Western (‘abyssal’, in the words of Boaventura de Sousa Santos) modes of thinking? In other words, what are the chances of private law throwing away its Western hegemonic shackles and transforming itself into a truly global creature?
- Taking into account MacIntyre’s (among others) ‘metaethical particularism’2 with important arguments about the moral and cultural relativity undermining

---
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the uniformity of such concepts, what are the perceived goals of social and/or restorative justice that this evolution serves, and how effectively are they achieved? Are private law remedies and procedures part of the problem, rather than the solution, in this regard?

- What are the other, political, social, cultural and economic outcomes of this evolution?

This article attempts to provide some answers to these questions, not necessarily in the order they are put above, while at the same time bringing together and evaluating the evidence presented in individual contributions.

TOWARDS UNIVERSAL ENFORCEMENT OF PRIVATE LAW NORMS

A pragmatic approach to global justice leads to questions of universality and universal enforcement of legal norms. Intuitively, all law has a claim to universality. On a formal level, as Kelsen has shown, law's normative language does not need to presuppose the existence of a sovereign, although in Kelsen's thought the effectiveness of norms depends on the coercive power of the state. Normativity, like factuality, is actually global. Legal norms can be validated by other legal norms only, and their efficiency does not need always to depend on any sanctions imposed by a sovereign authority, but on the willingness of law officials in different jurisdictions to obey and enforce them. Such law officials, even following Kelsen's traditional analysis, are designated and empowered by norms that are subject to exactly the same tests of validity and efficiency. Thus the legal order, including a global legal order, can come into existence by means of valid and efficient norms, without any need for a global political sovereign to come first into existence; in fact, even in the absence of any such power, in a complete power vacuum (but preferably a vacuum of peace).³ In a global world environment,⁴ such officials may be local officials with global reach,⁵ or global law officials designated by treaty, custom or voluntary procedure. What is needed, of course, is the willingness and ability of these officials to employ the coercive power of the jurisdiction, that is, any jurisdiction, not necessarily that of the origin of the norm or even that of the forum.

as follows: 'the question most likely to arise in the minds of the members of the political community is not, what would rational individuals choose under universalizing conditions of such-and-such a sort? But rather, what would individuals like us choose, who are situated as we are, who share a culture and are determined to go on sharing it? And this is a question that is readily transformed into, what choices have we already made in the course of our common life? What understandings do we (really) share?': Walzer Spheres Of Justice at 5. See more in Banakas, S (2007) 'A Global Concept of Justice: Dream or Nightmare? Looking at Different Concepts of Justice or Righteousness Competing in Today's World' 67 Louisiana Law Review 1021 at 1022f.

³ One can, although it is not essential, presuppose an International 'Grundnorm', a device that does not affect in the slightest the validity and efficiency of norms.

⁴ A useful definition of 'globalisation' in this connection is: 'a multidimensional set of social processes that create, multiply, stretch, and intensify worldwide social interdependencies and exchanges while at the same time fostering in people a growing awareness of deepening connection between the local and the distant.' Steger, MB (2003) Globalization, A Very Short Introduction Oxford University Press at 13.

Social and economic processes that define globalisation can no longer be ruled by old-fashioned political sovereignty and national political institutions, indefinitely postponing the legitimisation of global justice processes. The intuitive global reach of (national) law mentioned above cannot be forever curtailed by national political interest. Globalised capital empowers globalised law enforcement in national courts under traditional national civil and criminal law categories by creating a market of law enforcement that is itself increasingly global, client-driven and funded by the global market's insatiable appetite for innovation and change.

Global enforcement of justice as compensation of harm has acquired a new impressive momentum riding astride globalised capital. Private law in general and tort law in particular, the most effective mechanism of restorative justice, are being used in increasingly ambitious ways as mechanisms of global restorative justice. It is not without foundation that tort law has become the most politically controversial field of contemporary legal debate, being at the same time demonised as capitalism's arch-enemy and hailed as the 'jurisprudence of hope'. Enthusiasts have pointed out that in the quest for 'juster justice and a more lawful law', tort law, being described as public (and, one might add, now international public) law in disguise, is 'a compensator, a deterrer, an educator, a psychological therapist, an economic regulator, an ombudsperson, and an instrument

---


7 State intervention in several countries to salvage the failing financial institutions in the recent credit crunch appeared, briefly, to point to serious structural failures of financial globalisation but the resurgence of state sovereign power to financial self-determination may be very short-lived, as global markets take their revenge on state sovereign debt, downgrading and speculating on entire so-called 'sovereign' economies with little realistic possibility of regulation or control, as the latest G20 summit in Canada (July 2010) has shown.

8 No need to labour the point here of the worldwide dominance of so-called 'global' law firms. See eg websites for three of the leading global law firms in the world today: http://www.cliffordchance.com/home/default.aspx; http://www.bakernet.com/BakerNet/FirmProfile/Welcome/default.htm; http://www.lw.com/default.asp.


10 See Schumer, C (2007) 'Tort Epiphanies' Wall Street Journal 29 January A16 ('we didn't expect to see a leading Senate Democrat declare that tort law abuse is making America less economically competitive'). The cost of the US tort system has risen from 0.5% to 2.3% of GDP during the last three decades. Projecting forward, over 3% of GDP ($360 billion) could be spent annually on US litigation within the next ten years — the equivalent of total US defense spending in 2002.


12 Linden, AM (2005) 'Viva Tortis', 5 J High Tech L 139, 142 (quoting Tom Lambert). Thus, in countries in the French legal tradition with highly developed systems of administrative (public) tort liability, administrative courts enforce tort claims for violations of collective rights: see Henao, J C (2005) 'Collective Rights and Collective Actions: Samples of European and Latin American Contributions' in Madden, MS (ed) Exploring Tort Law Cambridge University Press 426, on the' acciones populares, an administrative law remedy that serves functions similar to class actions. For another view of the public function of tort law in the US, see Calabresi, G (2005) 'The Complexity of Torts — The case of Punitive Damages' in id 333, arguing at 337 that the first function of tort law is to enforce societal norms through the use of private Attorney's General.
for empowering the injured to help themselves and other potential victims of all sorts of wrongdoing in our society'.

If there ever was a clear divide between public and private law remedies and procedures, global bottom-up enforcement of restorative justice has made such a distinction even more problematic both at a theoretical and, increasingly, at an empirical level too. It is increasingly difficult to classify individual causes of action as 'private' or 'public', as inventive litigants will try to access jurisdictions globally on either side of the divide. Moreover, these individual causes of action arise from wrongs that themselves defy classification. Remedies are sought as part of broader, comprehensive strategies, and, as the Indian experience of public interest litigation in particular has shown, it becomes increasingly irrelevant whether they were originally private or public in nature. The traditional Western dogmatic distinction between public and private is swept away in modern conditions of global social movement and economic globalisation. Different parts of national, sub-national and transnational legal systems, cultures and traditions are being reshaped and co-opted in the process of financial globalisation; public law remedies acquire new functions as mechanisms of individual, private redress, and, conversely, private law remedies acquire new functions as mechanisms of public order and regulation. For the purposes of this article, 'private' denotes the bottom-up, privately driven, enforcement of restorative justice world-wide, not a Western-style systematic classification of remedies and procedures.

Global private law remedies can be financed by the markets themselves, and can arguably be part of the answer to the apparently insoluble problem of extreme deprivation and global social welfare. As has been pointed out by market insiders, business is vulnerable to new forms of 'legal activism' or 'legal entrepreneurship'. This reflects three trends: the shift by NGOs away from attacking to exploiting legislation; the emergence, particularly in North America, of a highly profitable class actions industry; and the arrival of a new generation of lawyers, many of whom put correcting social and environmental injustice ahead of salary and career development. 'Many forms of traditional corporate shelter from liability ... separation by geography, incorporation or time ... have been attacked and, in some instances, undermined'.

PRIVATE LAW REMEDIES AND GLOBAL LEGAL CULTURES

David Nelken's multi-patterned approach to legal culture(s) points to a need to consider the effect of dominant patterns of global legal cultures on the actual enforcement globally of private law rights, in the private pursuit of social justice. Global patterns of legal cultures and ideologies crisscrossing from north to south and west to east are evident. The 'diffusion of economic and legal models from the global North to the global South' is combined

---

13 Linden, 'Viva Torts' supra n 12.
15 See Nelken, D (2004) 'Using the Concept of Legal Culture' 29 Australian Journal of Legal Philosophy 1
16 de Sousa Santos, B and Rodriguez-Garavito, CA (eds) (2005) Law and Globalization from Below: Towards a Cosmopolitan Legality Cambridge: Cambridge University Press at 1. This is true only if it is reversed for the southern hemisphere where, for example, Australia or New Zealand are the origin rather than the destination of such a diffusion.
with an increasingly cosmopolitan mix of Western legal traditions and others, such as religious or far eastern traditions. Legal cultures and socio-economic patterns interface in complex ways. Western-style private law remedies and procedures may transmute into something alien to Western lawyers’ cultures, as they are used and perceived in non-Western societies and legal cultures.

‘Society is the primary realm of social experience ... what’s immediately and truly important to people, like desire and its fulfilment or frustration, goes on there ... the realm of production, commerce, the market, the family’. Whatever else it might be, law is a system of behavioural control in society; indeed, it is the most important system of behavioural control, an aspect of government or authority, enforced by state power against individual will. Private law remedies and procedures cannot, therefore, be properly known and understood, unless their role in a given society and their use by the people living in it are identified. How the law, and the legal system with all its various components and sub-divisions or sub-structures, are perceived by the members of each society, determines both their role and use. Looking at China, because of its obvious global importance as an emerging superpower, in the traditional Chinese conception of law, the law is ‘only for the barbarians, who have not had the advantage of being civilised in the manner of the Celestial Empire’. There is no tradition of respect for the rule of law as the foundation of social co-existence, similar to that in traditional Western legal thinking; indeed, in the history of Chinese legal culture, the rise of law and legalism has been linked with the decline of civilisation and personal dignity and honour. After 1949, this old tradition was replaced to a large extent by a particularly Chinese brand of Marxism-Leninism, with a further crucial transformation in the wake of the collapse of the Cultural Revolution in the late 1970s, introducing a post-socialist era in which, however, the socialist foundations of the constitution are retained, together with an evolved notion of quasi ‘messianic’ Communist Party leadership. Three of studies in this collection show the importance of all this for understanding the emerging role of private law remedies and procedures in China today.

Deeply rooted historical, ideological and political attitudes and beliefs about the nature, role and use of law in society are part of the general legal culture of every society. The law itself may or may not spring from legal culture so defined; in the case of legal transplants, it may even be originally alien to the broader legal culture in the receiving society. Law-givers or law-makers, laying down or creating legal rules, issue artefacts that penetrate social life, though to an extent that varies in different societies. Legal rules are indeed, as has been observed, ‘what most people think of as law’, and a lawyer’s job is to understand, describe, apply and evaluate such rules. Before social scientists, laymen or anybody else can even start reflecting on law and society, they need to turn to the lawyer trained in translating the meaning of these rules in their inner systematic, semantic context. But if, as another prominent scholar has pointed out, the importance of law in society lies more in what

17 An almost ubiquitous example is the innovative and complex financial products in Islamic finance: see eg Yunis, H (ed) (2009) Islamic Finance Oxford University Press.
it does than in what it says, then it must be true that ‘legal culture … determines when, why, and where people use law, legal institutions or legal process; and when they use other institutions, or do nothing’.22

‘Culture’ as a general concept can be understood as meaning people’s work on their environment or people’s creations, as contrasted with God’s or nature’s creations and natural processes. Thus, one can talk of a ‘cultural heritage’ or ‘ways and techniques’ of culture, as well as of different kinds of cultural activity, such as industrial or rural culture, national, regional, local or family culture, class culture and so on. Culture in the broader sense is everything that is not nature,23 ‘the osmosis of the real and the imaginative, across symbols, myths, norms, ideals and ideologies’.24 But in a narrow sense, culture may mean not all the human works or products but ‘the residue … of everything that is not politics, or economics, or religion’.25 Culture is indeed a characteristic of the evolution of the human species, an evolution which is purposeful beyond strictly natural-biological boundaries. The great legal anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski has accordingly described all culture as ‘normative’.26 This important aspect, especially of legal culture, implies that a group’s or a community’s conformity to aspired aims and goals serves the function of providing answers to normative problems.

Social scientists tend to emphasise the importance of individual and collective values, attitudes towards the legal system and behavioural patterns in society in shaping the legal culture of that society.27 Members of the general public’s ‘lay’ legal culture is distinguished from legal professionals’ ‘internal’ legal culture. The former, far from being uniform, can exist on several different levels: the lay legal culture of a whole country or nation, or that of a social class, or of a regional or local or other (religious, for example) group of people, including the lay legal culture of socially excluded communities. In most contemporary societies there is more than one social class or culture group in one or more of these senses, and, therefore, also several legal cultures (cultural pluralism). In the current conditions of financial globalisation, when, as Santos puts it, the economy is disembedded from local society28 and massive movements of people, authorised as well as clandestine, take place, the gap between legal enforcement and lay legal culture is widening and increasingly diversifying, with different parts of societies and communities responding differently to legal regimes. By contrast, internal legal culture is, under the force of financial globalisation, converging, with

22 Friedman, LM (1977) Law and Society Prentice-Hall 76.
23 ‘Culture consists of patterns, explicit and implicit, of and for behavior acquired and transmitted by symbols, constituting the distinctive achievements of a human group, including their embodiments in artifacts; the essential core of culture consists of traditional (ie historically derived and selected) ideas and especially their attached values; culture systems may, on the one hand, be considered as products of action, on the other hand as conditioning elements of further action’: Kroeber, AL and Kluckhohn, C (1952) Culture, A Critical Review of Concepts and Definitions Harvard University Peabody Museum 181.
24 Ibid.
25 Definition given by Edgar Morin (1968), in the rubric of the article ‘Culture de masse’ in the Encyclopaedia Universalis Paris.
27 An approach best represented by Lawrence Friedman, whose classic definition of legal culture starts with a number of questions: ‘Do people feel and act as if courts are fair? When are they willing to use courts? What parts of the law do they consider legitimate? What do they know about law in general?’ Friedman, LM (1975) The Legal System, A Social Science Perspective Russell Sage 193-94.
one particular variety, the Anglo-American common law, acquiring prominence on both an international and transnational level.\textsuperscript{29}

Despite the criticisms of this rather simplistic distinction between lay and internal culture, it seems to offer a rather more useful tool of analysis of the effect on the ground of the global reach of private law remedies than other notions such as legal tradition\textsuperscript{30} or style of legal systems.\textsuperscript{31} American Legal Realists of different persuasions\textsuperscript{32} use style to denote the social, psychological and political factors of judicial law-making in superior appellate courts. But the distinct 'pragmatic' physiognomy of judicial style has been under fire from modern cultural theories of law, aiming at tipping the balance over to the interpretational value of legal culture in Western communities, not only in understanding but also in making the law (Ronald Dworkin)\textsuperscript{33} or even 'trashing' it (critical legal studies).\textsuperscript{34} Be that as it may, there is ample evidence in the studies in this collection of the importance of judicial style driven by political agenda in the process of creating new remedies and procedures for global wrongs. Alan Watson also deserves a mention here. His work on the organic integration of legal transplants\textsuperscript{35} shows that 'inner' legal culture is a powerful and autonomous factor either of legal change or of resistance to change in the face of changing social and political conditions, and distinguishes between the legal culture of lawyers and lawmakers,\textsuperscript{36} arguing that comparative legal history shows beyond dispute the extent to which the lawmakers' culture is not only distinct but also most powerful and not to be confused with the culture of other lawyers. Social or economic pressure for legal change starting with lawmakers operates only within their own culture, whereas if such pressure starts with the lawyers, their culture is involved and the pressure must be directed against the culture of the lawmakers.\textsuperscript{37} The existence of a distinct culture of lawmakers explains, first, the historical phenomenon of

\textsuperscript{29} Defined by Friedman \textit{Law and Society} supra n 22 at 76 as the process of law-making and law-finding, the methods of legal reasoning of judges, the structure of the legal system and the administration of justice in a given jurisdiction, and the training and organisation of the legal profession.

\textsuperscript{30} Merryman's definition of 'legal tradition' includes 'historically conditioned attitudes about the nature of the law, about the role of law in the society and the polity, about the proper organisation and operation of a legal system, and about the way law is or should be made, applied, studied, perfected and taught'. This definition obviously does not distinguish between 'lay' and 'internal' legal culture. Merryman, JH (1969) \textit{The Civil Law Tradition} Stanford University Press 2. Compare, however, the more complex approach of Glenn, HP (2004) \textit{Legal Traditions of the World} Oxford University Press.

\textsuperscript{31} Rather more exciting is the view of legal culture as embedded in the idea of 'style' of legal systems, in Zweigert, K and Kotz, H (1984) \textit{Einführung in die Rechtsvergleichung auf dem Gebiete des Privatrechts, Band 1, 2e Auflage} JCB Mohr 80f. The crucial stylistic factors of legal systems according to these writers are: (a) their historical background and development; (b) their predominant and characteristic modes of thought in legal matters; (c) especially distinctive legal institutions; (d) the kinds of legal sources acknowledged by them and the way they are handled; and (e) their ideology. 'Style' is, however, an inward-looking concept, very much a lawyer's tool, that could, if applied as evolved in Western legal thinking, distort the picture of non-Western laws. 'Style' is an important concept if law is supreme in society, if the rule of law is viewed with the importance attached to it by Western legal cultures, a hermeneutical concept heavily biased towards a 'plain-fact' view of the law.


\textsuperscript{33} See Dworkin, R (1986) \textit{Law's Empire} Harvard University Press esp 410f.

\textsuperscript{34} See the good account of the movement in Kelman, M (1987) \textit{A Guide to Critical Legal Studies} Harvard University Press.


\textsuperscript{36} Watson, A (1983) 'Legal Change: Sources of Law and Legal Culture' 131 \textit{University of Pennsylvania Law Review} 1121 at 1152f.

\textsuperscript{37} Id at 1154.
jurisdictions borrowing socially and economically 'dysfunctional' legal transplants. 'To a considerable degree, the lawmakers of one society share the same legal culture with lawmakers of other societies'. Secondly, the legal culture of lawmakers can be responsible for their positive disinclination to change formally the rules, institutions and especially the sources of law when the law is out of date. Watson's views of a separate culture of lawmakers are, however, based on historical observations and conclusions assuming the existence of a group of lawmakers that is clearly and significantly distinct from the larger group of lawyers. This distinction is often not sustainable in today's environment of globalised legal practice and proliferation of soft law normative regimes.

Lay legal cultural pluralism is flourishing under conditions of financial and media globalisation. How true is it in these conditions that what the law does is determined by 'internal' legal culture and what it should be by 'lay' legal culture? And how true is it that: 'Society is not based upon law; this is a juridical fiction. On the contrary, the law must rest on society. It must be the expression of its common interests and needs arising from the actual methods of material production against the caprice of the single individual.' The Marxist conception of law is based on the belief that the relationships of production determine what the law is. The question here is whether culture in general, and legal culture in particular, are significantly autonomous from the aims and goals of the socio-political and economic model in which the law also operates. The fact that economic materialism cannot explain why 'dog is not eaten in the United States' or why 'women wear or wore ribbons in their hair' does not prove that culture is significantly autonomous. It is true that legal culture(s) originating in historical and transcendental practices, values and beliefs about law and its place in social life may be swept aside by the winds of political and economic change. This is clearly what happened, for example, in Stalinist and post-Stalinist Russia, and in Maoist and post-Maoist China. It is also what is happening now, with financial globalisation. It is, however, also true that legal culture(s) may successfully resist such change, and slow down or distort social engineering. Law reform must often take legal culture into account, even if only in order to suppress and transform it into a new kind.

As demonstrated by Kelsen's exposition of the contradictions in Marxist legal thought, it is not always easy to identify legal culture as a cognisable social reality separate from the social and economic goals pursued through law. Although the careful study of a single legal culture can yield valuable insights, only the analysis of a variety of legal cultures will

---

38 Id at 1157.
39 Id at 1151.
40 Marx, K (1985) Vor den Koeln Geschworenen Hottingen 15.
41 'The law is only a symptom, expression of other relationships, on which the power of the state is based', Marx, K (1867) Das Kapital, Vol. I, p. 307. The old English Factory Acts were, according to Marx, 'just as much the necessary product of modern industry as cotton yarns, self-actors, and electric telegraph'. Engels added that 'the jurist imagines he is operating from a priori principles, whereas in reality they are really only economic reflexes'. (1935) Marx–Engels Correspondence 1846-1895, A Selection, Foreign Languages Publishing House 482. But, subsequently, in communist legal thought, the adoption of select aspects of 'bourgeois culture with respect both to law and to the court' was considered useful for engineering the progress of Soviet socialism. See Smirnov, VV (1985) 'Law, Culture, Politics: Theoretical Aspects' in Butler, WE and Kudriavtsev, VN (eds) Comparative Law and Legal System: Historical and Socio-legal Perspectives Oceana 23, 24. Ditto, in Chinese communist legal thought.
43 Examples given in Watson, 'Legal Change' supra n 36 at 1155.
recognise what is accidental rather than necessary, what is permanent rather than changeable in legal norms and legal agencies, and what characterises the beliefs underlying both.\textsuperscript{45} As with everything else perceived and understood, law and legal culture is perceived and understood comparatively; comparison is the basis of all knowledge. But does comparison not presuppose a separate identity? Can a thing be compared to itself? \textsuperscript{46} How culturally specific can the law be? Is it true that ‘the modern world makes a strong case against cultural specificity’?\textsuperscript{47} Often it is the existence of diverse (or similar) social structures and economies, rather than ‘cultures’ in the sense of values and attitudes of lawyers and lay-persons, that accounts for diversity (or convergence) in the laws of different countries. Montesquieu’s view of law as a product of national and cultural forces has been repeatedly challenged by more modern views underlining the importance of the social and political environment.\textsuperscript{48} But is this only true for societies in the hegemonic West? It appears that the more societies advance in their political, economic and social structures, the more powerful these structures themselves become over cultural specificity in shaping the law’s real identity, behind its symbolic or ritual image. There is also evidence that legal transplants of ‘official’ law are more likely to affect the social or economic environment than the receiving community’s legal culture. But beyond the hegemonic West, things may be different. The introduction of English procedural law into Indian courts led to a ‘clash of ... values ... the Indians in response thought only of manipulating the new situation and did not use the courts to settle disputes but only to further them’.\textsuperscript{49}

Legal rules and legal institutions, uprooted from their original cultural soil, can be used as tools for engineering social goals in foreign climates. But it ought to be kept in mind that indigenous legal culture functions as an immunity system, and the survival of the transplant often depends on cultural suppression or mutation. Indeed, suppression or mutation of indigenous legal culture is generally the desired aim of a transplant. A fascinating case study is Japan, whose economy has long been integrated into financial globalisation. Traditional Japanese values and cultural attitudes were overwhelmed by the post-War constitution introducing the supreme authority of the principles of the rule of law and due process over any legal act of the legislature or executive.\textsuperscript{50} As these two principles are fundamental elements of traditional Western legal culture, they can be better understood in the light of the ‘internal’ legal culture of the West, and, in particular, Anglo-American common law. But the cultural context refuses to go away.\textsuperscript{51} It has been observed that there are relatively few civil cases in Japan: ordinary people are said to find it difficult to have access to attorneys.\textsuperscript{52}

\textsuperscript{45} Ehrmann, HW (1976) \textit{Comparative Legal Cultures} Prentice-Hall 11.
\textsuperscript{46} With all due respect to Glenn’s provocative thoughts in this connection. See Glenn, HP (2004) \textit{Legal Traditions of the World} (2nd ed) Oxford University Press.
\textsuperscript{47} Friedman \textit{The Legal System} supra n 27 at 195.
\textsuperscript{49} See Cohn, BS (1967) ‘Some Notes on Law and Change in North India’ in Bohannon, P (ed) \textit{Law and Warfare, Studies in the Anthropology of Conflict} The Natural History Press 139 at 155.
\textsuperscript{51} See Wren, HG (1968) ‘Legal System of Pre-Western Japan’ \textit{20 Hastings Law Journal} 217 at 221; ‘the emphasis is on the relations between men, not individuals’; contrast the Western idea of law and justice as rational and impersonal, described by a Japanese scholar as the ‘law of the geometric mind’: Noda, T (1971) ‘The Far-Eastern Conception of Law’ in \textit{International Encyclopedia of Comparative law} Vol II, ch. 1 at 120.
\textsuperscript{52} Hayashiya, R (1988) ‘Minji-sosho no Genkyo no Nichidoku Hikaku’ (‘Comparison of the Current State of
Rule of law and due process, constitutionally super-imposed, are bound to have acquired a special flavour and identity in a legal culture that detests the sharp distinction between legal rights and wrongs, rejects the planning of legal acts and argument in anticipation of a judicially contested dispute, and endorses a principle of 'common' or 'shared' blame as the basis of resolution of conflicts between parties.\textsuperscript{53} A Japanese scholar, Hayashiya, seems to have suggested that the difficulty in finding a lawyer in Japan is the reason for scarce civil litigation in that country.\textsuperscript{54} But two other writers have argued that the reverse is true: because of the infrequency of litigation, as a result of the aspects of lay legal culture pointed out above, Japan can afford to have such a comparatively small number of lawyers.\textsuperscript{55} It is possible that neither of these views is wrong: social and economic factors and legal culture interact in a way that is hard to identify. 'Legal culture is difficult to research, and there is little systematic data on comparative culture'; this seems to still be the case, almost 40 years after these comments were first made.\textsuperscript{56}

In a complex cultural environment, how can private law remedies and procedures, primarily Western-designed legal devices, emigrate and be used globally? It would help if one could establish the existence of any universal characteristics of legal devices and techniques rendering Western private law remedies and procedures more user-friendly in alien cultures. Separate cultures, separate communities within and outside these cultures, and the more or less cosmopolitan societies in which they co-exist must all be taken into account. Maurice Merleau-Ponty, the French philosopher, forcefully argued that 'the perceived world is the always presupposed foundation of all rationality, all value, all existence'.\textsuperscript{57} Law is understood as perceived; and its origin is perceived as rooted in chiefly political power relations.\textsuperscript{58} Legal culture is not only an empirical reality but also a basis of meaning, that is, of talking about the law. As pointed out by the American pragmatist philosopher Dewey, all description of social and cultural phenomena by language is itself purposeful; as he put it, social and cultural phenomena are never 'over and done with' but remain always open, are 'goings-on'.\textsuperscript{59} The German anthropologist Richard Thurnwald argued for the law to be perceived and understood 'functionally out of the cultural system'; this is confirmed by the pioneering legal anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski: his experience in studying primitive laws taught him the importance of perceiving culture as an instrumental reality, in which law does not work automatically, but functionally. He notes that 'there exist even in the simplest forms of culture types of debate and quarrel, mutual recrimination, and readjustment by those in authority — all of which correspond to the judicial process in more highly developed cultures ... even in primitive communities norms can be classified into rules of law, into

\textsuperscript{53} Noda 'The Far-Eastern Conception of Law' supra n 51 at 133.

\textsuperscript{54} As quoted by Oda Japanese Law supra n 50 at 102, who appears to endorse this view.


\textsuperscript{56} Friedman, The Legal System supra n 27 at 209.

\textsuperscript{57} See 'Le primat de la perception et ses consequences philosophiques' (1947) 41 Bulletin de la Societe Francaise de Philosophie 120.


custom, into ethics, and into manners'. We have here an observation which, if valid, could go some way towards explaining the effectiveness of Western legal devices globally.

But Malinowski’s view of normative similarities between developed and primitive systems of conflict resolution contradicts what has been described as the developing countries’ resistance to the rule of law in today’s world. This resistance varies according to whether these countries are closer to open access social orders or limited access (natural) social orders. Additionally, contemporary legal anthropologists have established patterns of alternative legal consciousness in communities across the West-East spectrum, rejecting recourse to the rule of law and rejecting the use of the courts. Groups of conscientious objectors to the state-run legal process and the private law remedies and procedures on offer have, of course, always existed, but they appear to have been given fresh momentum by the financial globalisation process. What is, however, more difficult to conceptualise is the apparent lack of overall global effect of any such resistance to the Western hegemonic ‘rule of law’ culture before the advance of global private law practice and migration of private law remedies and procedures. But, as I have explained elsewhere in more detail, global market forces also lead a drive towards global legal norms to the extent that such norms are necessary for the proper enjoyment of financial gains on a global scale. Such norms are expeditiously and efficiently introduced globally, with or without the consent of national governments and national legal orders that have no choice but to succumb to their jurisdiction if they do not want to remain excluded from globalised capital, or, in other words, regardless of any resistance of developing countries to the rule of law. Developing countries often have little alternative but to accept Western-style private law mechanisms of dispute resolution and enforcement.

PRIVATE LAW REMEDIES, DISPERSED LOSSES, COLLECTIVE REDRESS AND THE DYNAMICS OF GLOBALISED LEGAL PRACTICE

Private law remedies other than tort remedies have been crossing state jurisdictional borders for some time, especially after the surge in legal, financial and cultural globalisation following the collapse of the communist empires. These include remedies for breach of contract, breach of statutory duty and international treaty violations, and even divorce awards, custody awards, and procedures such as ADR procedures, arbitration and settlement procedures, pre-nuptial agreements and discovery and secrecy orders.


Legal globalisation — especially global law firms with an ability to inject new dynamism into local jurisdictions by importing Anglo-American techniques of pro-active pursuit of individual rights empowered by contingency fee agreements, availability of punitive damages and possibilities of forum shopping — has resulted in a transformation of the global legal landscape, in which sovereign state borders are failing to provide security against liability exposure in a foreign forum. Global private law remedies may include transnational procedures of collective redress and class actions. On the bright side, global law firms are sometimes working pro bono in the case of the most serious and high profile violations of human rights, empowering disadvantaged individuals while exploiting the huge long-term gains in public opinion recognition.

Additionally, audacious steps are made in several jurisdictions to expand the doctrine of universal jurisdiction, either on the basis that the original forum offers inadequate relief or on the basis of the wrong being 'global'. First, with the advent of the class action and other collective redress mechanisms, lawyers can act as private attorneys general to victims of mass global wrongs and international mass torts, independent from national political pressure, hence enforcing standards of protection of basic human rights equally on a local as well as a global basis. Second, private law can internationally empower individual victims of violations of basic human rights, including family and employment rights, to gain not only compensation but also closure and restored dignity.

But even beyond basic human rights, global private law remedies can arguably be part of the answer to the apparently insoluble problem of extreme deprivation and global social welfare. Social welfare, controversial as it is on a national level, becomes a moral conundrum if transposed on to the global field. As the United States experience has shown, US tort law sometimes offers a safety net when social welfare is inadequate. Whether private law litigation should or should not, in terms of economic efficiency, be used as a mechanism of wealth distribution on the local level — where tax laws might do the job better — or on the global level there is no such alternative.

For corporations across the world, 'hard' legal liability (defined as obligations under local, national or international regulation or law) and 'soft' moral liability (defined as the violation of stakeholder expectations of ethical behaviour in such a way as to put business value at risk) are converging. The hard legal liability of global corporations has increased

---
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by the rise of phenomena such as so-called ‘foreign direct liability litigation’ for human rights violations in distant geographical locations.\textsuperscript{71} Criminal and civil liability arising from securities litigation has been transformed into a trans-border, global phenomenon, as globalisation of corporate capital carries with it the jurisdictional sting and influence of the most demanding national regulatory regimes.

Global jurisdiction for civil liability suits is being tested not only in the US, under the old Alien Tort Claims Act of 1789,\textsuperscript{72} but also in Europe. In the case of Lubbe \textit{et al} v Cape Plc,\textsuperscript{73} the United Kingdom House of Lords opened the English courts to foreign plaintiffs injured overseas as a consequence of the operations of British companies or their subsidiaries. And the European Court of Justice in \textit{Group Josi Reinsurance Company SA v Universal General Insurance Company}\textsuperscript{74} held that a plaintiff domiciled in a state that was not a contracting party to the 1968 Brussels Convention on Jurisdiction and the Enforcement of Judgments in Civil and Commercial Matters could still invoke the rules of the Convention. It is a safe bet that the trend is likely to continue, with other countries, such as Japan and Belgium, experiencing lawsuits testing universal jurisdiction for civil liability.

In response, governments all over the world are rushing in measures to enhance national sovereignty in private law claims, such as curbing forum shopping, or the so-called ‘mosaic principle’,\textsuperscript{75} in all areas of private law, from divorce to product liability and libel. What has made forum shopping so attractive is the possibility of lawyers pursuing redress for dispersed and sometimes even trivial individual or collective losses on behalf of transnational, individual or collective claimants. Two papers presented at the London workshop in 2009 were dedicated to this significant effect of global wrongs. In his thorough review of European Union rules on dispersed individual losses, Lubos Tichy\textsuperscript{76} critically assessed European rules, culminating recently in the EU regulation on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations (known as ‘Rome II’),\textsuperscript{77} and the latest EU regulation on the jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters.\textsuperscript{78} His paper showed the complexity of the issue of adjudication of claims for globally dispersed injuries caused by one single act or omission, from the point of view of private

\textsuperscript{71} See Peter Muchlinski’s paper in this volume

\textsuperscript{72} Resurrected from the dead in Filàrtiga \textit{v} Peña-Irala supra n 67 and endorsed by the US Supreme Court, albeit only for a ‘modest’ class of suits based on violations of the traditional law of nations or other offences ‘on a norm of international character accepted by the civilized world’: \textit{Sosa v Alvarez-Machain} 542 US 692 (2004). See also the US Torture Victims Protection Act of 1992, providing a private law remedy in a tort action for ‘official torture’ and ‘extrajudicial killing’ committed under the colour of foreign law on behalf of any individual, including US citizens, but only after the plaintiff has exhausted all domestic remedies, wherever they are.

\textsuperscript{73} (2000) 4 All ER 268 (HL) (appeal taken from Eng) (UK). The decision allowed the claim for damages of 3,000 South African plaintiffs, who alleged that they were made ill while working with asbestos in the employment of a subsidiary of a UK company. In Berzowsky \textit{v} Michaels and Others; Glovchko \textit{v} Michaels and Others (2000) 2 All ER 986 (HL) (appeal taken from Eng) (UK), the House of Lords was challenged by inventive counsel to decide whether an internationally disseminated libel constituted a number of separate torts in each country of publication or whether it should, at least for some purposes, be viewed as a ‘global tort’.


\textsuperscript{75} See the EC Chevill Judgment (C-68/93).

\textsuperscript{76} This paper is not published in this collection and will be included in a future larger collection of essays presented at the London Workshop. Manuscript available on file.

\textsuperscript{77} EU Regulation (EC) No 846/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council; this Regulation, however, and rather significantly, does not apply to claims from alleged violations of personality and privacy rights (art 1 para 2 f).

international law rules and rules on enforcement of foreign judgments, a point of view critically relevant when issues of restorative justice are concerned. Criticising the first path of the European Court of Justice's Shevill judgment, he suggested that instead of the court in the country of establishment of the claimant having jurisdiction to decide on the entire dispersed damage, that is, in all the other countries, one of the courts (at the discretion of the claimant) in one of the countries of occurrence of the damage should have such jurisdiction, preferably in the country where the damage caused was the most significant. However he retained the second path of Shevill, which limited the jurisdiction of the court in each of the different countries where the damage was dispersed to adjudicate only on local damage. Tichy's painstaking analysis exposed the degree to which national sovereignty issues embedded in traditional private international law rules are re-emerging to create new obstacles to an effective transnational pursuit of dispersed damage claims. His paper offered plenty of up-to-date evidence of the continuing hegemonic role of regionally consolidated private international law rules, but his position, de lege ferenda, is very much on the side of progress to a less tethered transnational pursuit of such claims.

The collective dimension of dispersed trivial losses was the focus of Willem H van Boom's contribution to the London workshop. His comprehensive review of doctrine and practice in several jurisdictions was triggered off by a disappointingly retrograde provision in the recently published European Draft Academic Common Frame of Reference (DACFR).79 His look at the long list of collective redress remedies and procedures in several countries reveals the degree to which innovative collective redress practices are gaining ground in jurisdictions other than the common law ones, changing traditional private law thinking in so-called civil law countries and beyond. In the light of this, van Boom rightly concluded that contemporary private law needs to change its traditional view of dispersed trifle losses. He also agreed that an issue of such complexity should not be decided by diktat of a regional hegemony, such as the EU, preventing natural evolution of private law remedies and procedures in each jurisdiction. But the EU's DACFR represents one of several recent efforts in a number of major domestic jurisdictions that led the first wave of legal globalisation to reassert legal sovereignty under international law and international private law, and curb the erosive expansion of private law remedies and procedures in the pursuit of out-of-jurisdiction claims. In this context, global legal entrepreneurism and judicial activism is viewed by certain governments and domestic law-makers as a potent enemy to political sovereignty and indigenous legal culture. In this they often find powerful allies in multinational corporations that are exposed to an increasingly aggressive and imaginative trans-border assault by private law litigants. The outcome of this contest, especially in the light of the experience of the recent global financial crisis, is unclear.

79 'Trivial damage is to be disregarded': ADCFR art VI-6:102 (De minimis rule). More on ADCFR in Banakas, S (forthcoming) 'Harmonization of European Private Law: Out of Date, Out of Time?' Oxford Comparative Law Forum.
80 On the retrograde 'neo-colonial' strategy of the EU as a regional (Western) hegemony that goes against the grain of globalisation, see more in ibid.
PRIVATE LAW REMEDIES: AVAILABLE TO ALL?

What is clearer, however, is that in the wake of the enthusiasm about the potential of private law remedies and procedures to empower individuals against powerful state authorities and even more powerful public and private corporations worldwide, and to enforce individual rights, not enough attention is paid to the fact that private law remedies and procedures are, like a harlot, available to everyone.81 Governments and public and private corporations can also be plaintiffs in private law suits, and can maximise to their interests the use of remedies and procedures. Thus, mighty pharmaceutical corporations can use an avalanche of discovery orders to debilitate press investigations into their products and intimidate journalists and private victims of their actions, by intruding into journalists’ private sources or even into their private lives. Corporations can sue for libel and get punitive damages. So, too, can individuals suspected of human rights violations that have been exposed or prosecuted unsuccessfully. Torturers and tortured, both have private law rights.

But, to what extent are private law remedies and procedures truly available to all? Again, not enough attention is paid to the legal status of the large, almost impossible to calculate, numbers of individuals who belong to non-legitimised immigrant communities all over the globe, part of the so-called clandestine global population movement. For them, living in legal and social exclusion and legally not existing in the country in which they find themselves, private law remedies and procedures are only a threat, never an option of empowerment, and private law, especially property law, has become one of the faces of what Boaventura de Sousa Santos has called ‘financial fascism’.82 Indeed, the globalisation of Western-designed private law remedies can be easily criticised as spearheading the task of advancing a hegemonic, neoliberal, almost neocolonial, ‘top-down’ legal globalisation. For people living in social exclusion, seeking to enforce private rights implies emerging from lawlessness to self-destruction. Non-legitimised migrant groups only ever encounter private law, especially property law, as an external threat rather than a possible recourse. Such groups often turn inward to forms of self-legitimising, counter-hegemonic,83 tribal or communal justice.

Indeed, so-called ‘global’ private law remedies, as exclusively Western-produced devices, can potentially overpower other private law cultures or genetically modify them (so-called Islamic finance devices is an example84), thus perpetuating and consolidating Western legal ‘neo-colonialism’ and a monistic, neoliberal, Western-Westphalian legal thinking. The national, monistic Westphalian sovereign state becomes a transnational one, in which, even for liberal, enlightened social scientists like Thomas Nagel85 or iconic multi-cultural celebrities like Amartya Sen,86 the best hope for global justice is still placed in emerging institutions and processes of an exclusively Western-Westphalian design,

81 Expression borrowed from Ross, A (1959) On Law and Justice University of California Press 261: ‘Like a harlot, natural law is at the disposal of everyone’.
82 de Sousa Santos ‘The Counter-Hegemonic Use of Law’ supra n 28 at 405.
83 See the powerful account in id at 435.
84 See supra n 17.
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driven by Western initiatives, and all arguments about justice and fairness must engage with Western liberal or neo-liberal thinking, such as that of John Rawls or Robert Nozick. Other legal cultures, old, rich and potentially rewarding, must submit to Western legal superiority to be accepted into global legal and financial networks. In Western jurisdictions, any initiative towards legal pluralism in private law is resisted by worried politicians reacting to increasing xenophobia in the wake of mass population movements, cultivated by the mass media (another Western hegemonic tool exported globally).

Recent debates in the UK on the right of Islamic private law to exist as a modest alternative for consenting Muslims, supervised by the courts, in matters of divorce and inheritance, show very little tolerance for legal pluralism,⁷⁷ and the situation is similar in France, Germany, Italy and the US. Religious personal status private law is used by ethnic communities in Western, and sometimes also non-Western, countries in a clandestine, unregulated way, and the contrast with the power of the official law is used to undermine its authority. Resentment and conflict follow. Furthermore, non-Western societies and states are obliged to learn and adopt Western legal practice, or use Western lawyers, to service their participation in global legal and financial networks, as shown by the vast amounts of GDP spent by developing countries to service their membership of the World Trade Organisation and other global organisations. Legal globalisation, spearheaded by Western private law rights and remedies can thus appear as a new Western legal colonialism.⁸⁸ The recent European DACFR is a worrying example of Western naked ambition in this direction.⁹⁹

Despite all this, it is important to acknowledge the reality on the ground: Western-inspired remedies and procedures, used by a willing judiciary, remain a realistic means of enforcing individual and community rights. Public interest litigation for example, a Western-inspired procedure, has proved an effective way of promoting social justice in legally pluralist countries such as India,⁰⁰ or for marginalised and excluded communities such as the Roma in Central and Eastern Europe.⁹¹ But as pointed out by Boaventura de Sousa Santos,⁹² courts of law can only be galvanised into action if driven by various kinds

⁷⁷ See Tahir, A ‘Revealed: UK’s First Official Sharia courts’ at http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/faith/article4749183.ece (last visited 8 July 2010). See also the official site of the UK Islamic Sharia Council at http://www.islamic-sharia.org/ (last visited 8 July 2010).
⁷⁹ ‘Europe is the home continent of private law. We as a Union should have something on offer not only because so many of our own national private law systems are hopelessly outdated, but because other parts of the world are looking at us as well and wondering whether we can convincingly contribute to their needs to modernize their private law systems. Europe had not much to say when Russia looked for something non-American; Africa is suffering from a lack of justice; China is working on a Civil Code. Lawyers from Korea, Japan, China and other countries in that region are thinking of founding a Commission on East Asian Contract Law aiming at the formulation of Principles of East Asian Contract Law’. Chr V Bar (2008) ‘A Common Frame of Reference for European Private Law — Academic Efforts and Political Realities’ in Electronic Journal of Comparative Law Vol. 12.1 (May).
of assorted political action, not only, one might add, by lawyers’ ambition and greed. The legendary Indian Justice Krishna Iyer, who was the protagonist in the surge of Indian public interest litigation, admitted as much in a striking comment: ‘The avant-garde jurists ..., the “robed” radicals who claim through judicial surgery and epistolary lancet, to liberate bonded labor, terminate social injustice and accelerate economic egalite through writs of court ... are playing the game within the bourgeois parameters. The great issues of meaning and moment are in the streets, on the hills, on the city pavements ....’ It is not impossible, therefore, as both the Indian experience of radical public interest litigation, and also that of Brazil, have shown, to transform through combined legal and political action an essentially hegemonic institution like that of Western-style courts into a counter-hegemonic tool.

PRIVATE LAW REMEDIES, PUBLIC WRONGS AND THE GLOBAL DIMENSIONS OF THE LOCAL: A NEW COMPLEXITY

Global wrongs are not only caused by Western hegemonic forces in non-Western countries; they are also caused in Western countries themselves. Hegemonic patterns of access to justice and dispute resolution have been applied indiscriminately in Western and non-Western societies, and this can be directly linked to the rise of public law doctrine (both national and international) in the last two centuries, as a necessary corollary to the Westphalian state sovereignty model. Hegemonic uses of the rule of law are not restricted to a Western over non-Western, rich-North over poor-South, variety. A measure of a person’s liberation from the shackles of modern hegemonic public law doctrine is the advance of private law remedies and procedures into territory traditionally considered as the reserve of public law. Maria Frederica Moscati’s article in this collection illustrates how public law hegemony can restrict the access to justice of minorities in fully developed Western legal cultures, by looking at the issue of the lack of direct access of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender individuals (LGBT) to the Italian Constitutional Court for violations of their constitutional rights. Her article shows the Italian legal system, with its fully entrenched procedural acceptance of the rule of law, lagging seriously behind even some non-Western jurisdictions, often accused of an ambivalent position on rule of law issues. As she points out, some non-Western legal cultures like India, South Africa and Nepal offer effective protection to minorities such as LGBT by allowing direct access to the Supreme Constitutional Court. The struggle of LGBT people for direct access to Italy’s Constitutional court is, of course, as much of a wrong, as any such discrimination in a non-Western, limited access society. As she says: ‘Individual autonomy can be an important resource for the development of remedies against public wrongs. Unfortunately, individual autonomy is often limited by the absence of a legal framework supporting civil rights, or by political influence on the courts.’

The global dimensions of local public wrongs, the exploitation of the hegemonic nature of Western concepts of the rule of law not only by majorities but also by dictatorial minorities, and the redeeming potential of these features in a complex, post-modernist

94 To paraphrase Rousseau, J-J (1762) The Social Contract Book I, ch 1: Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains.
global environment are shown in Elisa Nesossi’s paper on Falun Gong members’ claims in the US under the Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA) for human rights violations in China. Public international law often provides for criminal sanctions for violations of human rights, but does not explicitly sanction civil law suits. Civil suits for violations of human rights, primarily tort actions that are, moreover, primarily a US creation, often exist in conflict with public international law that adopts such violations from a top-down, public law position, because, obviously, they challenge this position and the doctrine of state sovereignty, which remains sacrosanct as far as public international law is concerned.

But Nesossi also asks a further question: are tort remedies marginal in terms of their global impact, an imperfect sui generis creation of the US legal system? It is true that they come with all the unique features of American tort law culture and process, conveniently summarised in a comparative analysis of ATCA litigation as class actions, contingency fees, the possibility of award of punitive damages by juries, default judgments, simple discovery rules and the residual jurisdiction of US Federal courts to adjudicate on disputes that fall within the subject-matter of the US Constitution regardless of their country of origin. But American tort law has long ceased to be an insular phenomenon and its global importance is enhanced by the American-dominated global legal practice. Criticisms advanced against the use of tort law in cases of serious violations of human rights, referred to in Nesossi’s article, include ‘an affront against all of humanity has been reduced to an issue of money and financial compensation’, ‘the defendant does not face imprisonment and does not face the wrath of the entire community, as represented by a government prosecutor’, and ‘tort law prices, while criminal law prohibits’. These criticisms overstate the case for state-led criminal prosecutions and public international law regimes of international criminal proceedings. Apart from underestimating the very important prohibitive function of damages awards, especially potentially hefty punitive damages awards, such criticisms ignore the fact that in national or international criminal proceedings victims have no control over, or input in, the process, and their personal vindication is not on the agenda. And often such proceedings are not available to them, precisely because they depend on national or international political expediency. Private law remedies are often the only protectors of human dignity. Nesossi’s research backs this up. As she points out:

The ATCA lawsuits have brought into the spotlight individual victims of human rights violations, whose voice would not have been heard in any other legal forums. In the cases brought by the Falun Gong followers, as in many other similar cases, the victims did not look at civil actions only with the object of obtaining compensation. Civil action has often had a symbolic rather than a compensatory objective. Not being able to confront the governmental authorities in China and get any kind of
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97 Stephens ‘Translating Filártiga’ supra n 95 at 12.
formal admission of gross wrongdoing by the PRC authorities, the victims saw the enforcement of civil remedies as the only available procedural avenue for securing self-respect, vindication and recognition as victims of human rights abuses.

Francesco Schiaffo’s article on the reform of self-defence in Italy in 2006 shows an example of creative ways of outsourcing core public law functions to private action, opening up the intriguing question of privatising the right of punishment in a traditional Western jurisdiction. Other legal traditions, such as the Shari’a, have always accepted the private right of the victim to demand retribution or forgive.99 As Professor Hassan Ko Nakata puts it, in Islamic law there is no distinction between public and private law, but a distinction between laws concerning acts of worship (ibadaat) and laws concerning human affairs (muamalat). And he adds that in Islamic law, ‘murder is a civil case rather than a criminal case’.100 In my view, an imaginative interpretation of the Italian legislation could serve to open the debate, long overdue, of the lessons that could be learned by Western legal traditions from other traditions, such as that of Islam, in managing wrongs against individuals and achieving restorative justice. Be that as it may, Schiaffo’s article shows how contemporary social and economic challenges can lead to expanding the reach of private law rights into domains traditionally governed by state-enforced criminal (public) law.

Michael Palmer’s article offers an important, if different, dimension of the phenomenon of privatisation of traditional public law jobs, informed by alternative dispute resolution developments in a non-Western legal tradition of enormous significance in a globalised world: the Chinese legislation and practice of mediation in administrative proceedings. As he points out, this ‘reflects more than simply the influences of traditional Chinese culture, lax procedural rules, the self interest of the parties and a general shift in development policy’, but is also the product of present political reality, the decision of the current paramount leader Hu Jintao ‘to pursue ... the developmental goal of a “harmonious society”, with Party and state joined at the hip’.

Private law remedies always existed in tension, and sometimes in conflict, with public laws, aiming at serving the sovereignty of states. They have always been in every tradition more or less independently available to individuals and, and more importantly, judges. The latter always saw themselves as primary guardians of individual private rights, but have also always been restricted by constitutional principles of separation of powers and doctrines of judicial review and legality of executive action in applying public law. Sometimes, as the experience of legal traditions as diverse as those of Western civil law systems, modern Chinese law, Islamic law and the PIL jurisprudence in India, shows, private law remedies empower courts to defy not only national but also international sovereignty. But Palmer also provides important evidence and makes a strong and very important argument that the privatisation of public wrongs will also throw issues into the ADR arena in many jurisdictions around the world today. ADR offers a private law-

driven alternative to the autocracy of justice by state-appointed judges. It is to aggrieved citizens what tort law is to the victims of a crime. Heroic as it may be, the contribution of official courts in certain developing societies (such as in Brazil or India), is questionable, as Michael Palmer points out:

In well-established democracies, with securely institutionalised political party systems, firmly embedded rule of law values, a free press and a strongly autonomous and vibrant civil society, judicial review may be seen as something of a double-edged sword. While it may bring benefits in holding powerful public institutions to account, it also raises a fundamental question about the legitimacy of the courts' decision-making authority. Why should an unelected body such as a court possess the right to challenge definitively the decisions of a legislature or a government that is popularly elected and which may be readily criticised or held to account in other ways?

And as Antonio Lazari points out in his essay ‘The Ulysses’ Intertwined Ropes: the European Law Remedies and the New Cross-Fertilisation Paradigm’,

After the birth of the European Communities, the state did not change its attitude, as Jean Monnet had hoped. Its approach to the European Communities is traditionally internationalist. It is through private law remedies that the Court of Justice brings the political will of an ever-closer union among the peoples of Europe within a legal framework by virtue of its first sentences from the 1960s.

Lazari’s article offers an important example of considerable transnational impact of private law’s emergence as a powerful ‘third way’ in transnational legal relations, in conflict with national constitutions and international treaties, an example of the outcome of what he calls the ‘fruitful conversation’ of ordinary (private law) courts in EU member states with the European Court of Justice (ECJ). The outcome has been an original and quite important development for the future of Europe, the direct applicability of EU Treaty provisions in defence of private rights, and the doctrine of state liability in tort for failure to implement properly European harmonisation measures, and, most recently, also core treaty provisions on competition wrongs. As Lazari points out, although the ECJ has denied ‘direct effect’ to provisions of GATT and WTO law, it has extended the judicial conversation to the WTO tribunals in Geneva. Most important of all is the broader
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101 This paper is not published in this collection and will be included in a future larger collection of essays presented at the London Workshop. Manuscript available on file.


103 Vincenzo Manfredi v Lloyd Adriatico Assicurazioni SpA (C-295/04), Antonio Cannito v Fondiaria Sai SpA (C-296/04), Nicolo Tricarico v Assitalia SpA (C-297/04) and Pasqualina Murgolo v Assitalia SpA (C-298/04), Joined Cases C-295/04 to C-298/04 (2006). The ECJ held that ‘article 81 EC must be interpreted as meaning that any individual can rely on the invalidity of an agreement or practice prohibited under that article and, where there is a causal relationship between the latter and the harm suffered, claim compensation for that harm’. See more in Mackenrodt, M-O, Gallego, BC and Enchelmaier, S (eds) (2008) Abuse of Dominant Position: New Interpretation, New Enforcement Mechanisms? Springer Verlag. See also EU Commission (2008) White Paper ‘Damages Actions for Breach of the EC Antitrust Rules’, COM 165 final at 1ff.
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significance of such developments: this ‘conversation’ between courts and tribunals in (horizontally as well as vertically) different juridical orders, National, transnational and international, and across different political ideologies, legal cultures and languages, a conversation about individual private law remedies, is in fact changing the world in a way that cannot be controlled by traditional structures of national and international sovereignty. In its Kadi judgment, the ECJ, overturning the judgment of the court of first instance, defended the private right to property against the EU Commission’s regulation enforcing UN Security Council anti-terrorism resolutions, and adopting a blacklist, periodically updated, of persons alleged to be linked to terrorist organisations. In accordance with resolutions of the Security Council, all state members of the United Nations must freeze the funds and other financial resources controlled directly or indirectly by such persons or entities. Kadi, a resident of Saudi Arabia, and the Al Barakaat International Foundation, established in Sweden, were designated by the Sanctions Committee of the United Nations as being associated with Usama bin Laden, Al-Qaeda or the Taleban. Their names were added to the summary blacklist of the UN, and then placed in the similar list annexed to the Community regulation. The ECJ held that the freezing of his funds constituted an unjustified restriction of Mr Kadi’s right to property, and annulled the Council regulation insofar as it froze Mr Kadi and Al Barakaat’s funds.

Chris Wadlow’s contribution re-launches the same inquiry beyond Europe, into a global perspective, looking into issues of interface between private law rights, human rights and intellectual property transnational legal regimes. His article illuminates the new complexity created on a global level by the inventive use of private law remedies in areas of grievance and conflict that sometimes appear to be squarely governed by international law. His article looks into the possible function of the International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) as adjudicator of private claims against sovereign states, arising from the control and allocation of intellectual property rights in bilateral (or regional) investment treaties (BITs). Provided, as he says, one can see intellectual property rights as investment, the ICSID could be engaged by private parties to resolve disputes arising from BITs. As he points out, ICSID could well be a ‘magic word’ that opens a ‘portal’ or ‘wormhole’ between the public international law of states and the private law of persons. One might add ECJ or ATCA as other potential portals or wormholes. In any case, regardless of spaces of an alternative legal order or legality, private law offers the possibility of a new global language of entitlement in the form of self-legitimising action channelled through courts inspired by radical political movements, defying the Babel of separate sovereign legal orders, legal cultures and languages, contributing to the invention

104 ECJ Joined Cases C-402/05 P and C-415/05 P (2008).
107 Protected by the European Convention of Human Rights, article 1 of Protocol No 1.
108 ‘The imposition of the restrictive measures laid down by that regulation in respect of a person or entity, by including him or it in the list ..., constitutes an unjustified restriction of the right to property, for that regulation was adopted without furnishing any guarantee enabling that person or entity to put his or its case to the competent authorities, in a situation in which the restriction of property rights must be regarded as significant, having regard to the general application and actual continuation of the restrictive measures affecting him or it’: ECJ Joined Cases C-402/05 P and C-415/05 P (2008), paras 368-70.
of a new grammar of space and time for a new global political culture. To expand on Wadlow’s allegory, private law could become itself a portal wide open, a bottomless wormhole.

Ting Xu’s paper on the right to private property and its enforcement in the People’s Republic of China also shows the power of private law and the seductive appeal of private entitlement to penetrate political space dominated in China by the powerful post-Mao party and state ideology. As Xu points out, in China the private (si) has long been considered inferior to the public (gong). It has taken a long gradual development of a notion of private ownership, necessitated by China’s decision to join unequivocally financial globalisation and to welcome foreign investment, to reach the Property Law Act that came into effect in 2007. This Act defines private ownership as an absolute and supreme right in China, equally protected as public property, and seemingly offers the possibility of providing ordinary people with civil law remedies for infringements of private property rights. But as Xu points out, such remedies are still not available when the public power requisitions privately owned land on grounds of ‘public interest’ (gonggong liyi), a concept the meaning of which is not clear, in either the Chinese Constitution or the Property Law Act. However, and despite Xu’s reservations as to the present state of enforcement of private property rights in China, her thorough and perceptive account of the development of private property law in China reveals more than a glimmer of hope that such enforcement may soon be fully institutionalised. As she says in her conclusion: ‘The process of lawmaking in China shows a pattern in which “reality” pushes the law to reform, and it struggles to strike a balance between party policy and law as well as between central and local law-making’. This yielding to reality rather than faithfully adhering to the institutional status quo is exemplified in a remarkable way by events in 1987, when a party-approved auction of land use rights took place in Shenzhen despite this being against the Constitution at the time; this was duly amended to legitimise the practice four months later. Xu’s article does illustrate that this post-legitimisation culture is complex, and it needs to be seen in the context of the relationship between law and party policy, as well as the relation between the central and local governments in the process of lawmaking. Nevertheless, financial globalisation and China’s perceived goal to be in the centre of it as an emerging financial superpower is a very powerful reality driving on party policy on private property rights.

The enforcement of private property rights, so essential in Western neo-liberal thinking, and a sine qua non condition of financial globalisation, offers a sharp illustration of the double-edged nature of private law remedies, especially, but not only, in non-Western societies, and it is at the centre of what Boaventura de Sousa Santos calls ‘abyssal thinking’, the modern Western thinking driving globalization. Historically, as shown by, among others, Pagden, Western colonial powers were more concerned with legitimating
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110 Passed by the National People’s Congress on 16 March 2007 and in force since 1 October 2007.
111 Article 13 of the Chinese Constitution (amended in 2004) states: ‘The lawful private property of citizens may not be encroached upon. By law, the state protects citizens’ rights to own private property and the rights to inherit private property. The state may, for the public interest, acquire or requisition citizen’s private property for public use, and pay compensation in accordance with law’.
112 de Sousa Santos ‘Beyond Abyssal Thinking’ supra n 1
113 Pagden, A (1990) Spanish Imperialism and the Political Imagination Yale University Press.
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property rights than sovereignty over the New World, and one might add that this is also true in the process of financial globalisation. Santos goes as far as suggesting that underneath contemporary globalisation is the continuing existence of an invisible division between metropolitan societies and colonial territories, two different political paradigms, the former resting on a tension between social regulation and social emancipation, the latter on a tension between appropriation and violence. Appropriation and (or through) violence is at the heart of property rights, private or public, causes social and legal exclusion, and is therefore also in the heart of the global justice debate.

PRIVATE LAW REMEDIES, CORPORATE WRONGS AND THE LOCAL DIMENSIONS OF THE GLOBAL

The reason for which private law remedies cross frontiers in the case of corporate wrongs, in the form of what has been described as ‘foreign direct liability’, is different from that in the case of public wrongs. Unlike sovereign states and governments, multinational enterprises (MNEs) do not have sovereign power nor are they normally covered by any public international law immunities. But, as Rachel Chambers succinctly observes, business-related human rights abuses are primarily enabled by the misalignment between economic forces and governance capacity in the host country. Moreover, global corporate activity often challenges local legal resources, even supposing that governments of host countries are willing to go after human rights violations, and are neither corrupt nor impotent before global corporate might. So there are two important issues here: first, the ability of global corporate might to dictate favourable local terms to impotent or corrupt host governments; and second, the absence of legal and technical resources in developing countries.

Catherine Jenkins’s article on litigating South African apartheid claims against multinational companies in US courts strongly supports this, especially in her conclusion that ‘US courts may often be the last hope of redress for the victims of abusive pasts’, although, she adds, ‘it remains to be seen whether they will prove able to write “good history”.’ But her article clearly shows the potential of private law remedies and procedures in general, and tort law in particular, not only to achieve restorative justice but also to establish facts, important for healing and global human rights progress. The ‘jurisprudence of hope’ may now become also the ‘jurisprudence of truth’. The creative use in the US by certain federal jurisdictions of the Alien Tort Claims Act has allowed transnational lawsuits to vindicate violations of human rights in other jurisdictions. This development compares very favourably with the creative use in other jurisdictions of procedures such as the PIL procedure in India, discussed above. But the South African experience as presented in
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114 de Sousa Santos ‘Beyond Abyssal Thinking’ supra n 1 at 2.
116 In Lulube v Cape [2000] 1 WLR 1545 (HL), the House of Lords, applying the principles on forum non conveniens laid down in Spiliada Maritime Corp v Cassulx Ltd [1987] AC 460 (HL), accepted jurisdiction on a dispute arising from events in South Africa on the grounds that a case of that magnitude required expert legal representation and experts on technical and medical issues that could not be funded in South Africa.
118 See more in my paper ‘A Global Concept of Justice’ supra n 65.
Jenkins' article reveals a number of collateral issues that show the limits and, conceivably, also potential drawbacks of transnational private law suits for the effective protection of human rights. Perhaps conveniently, the South African government refused to support the apartheid litigation, conscious of the fact that multinational corporations complicit in past wrongs would be needed in the post-transition reconstruction of the country's economy and society. Furthermore, no South African multinationals were included in the lawsuits and banks were granted immunity from liabilities. Jenkins makes the important point that transnational lawsuits create a lot of difficulties, material as well as cultural and moral, for often poor and uneducated plaintiffs represented by foreign lawyers in alien jurisdictions, where officials may have little or no understanding of the background. But to what extent do these difficulties limit the potential of such lawsuits to be an effective form of 'restorative' justice, and achieve real 'closure' besides monetary compensation? Often tort suits are brought with a clear aim of reaching an out-of-court settlement, which may provide monetary reparation and pay the lawyers' expenses but will certainly not lead to any kind of 'truth' or 'closure' for the victims. Jenkins article leaves the question open of whether or not the availability of transnational private remedies is a curse rather than a blessing, preventing the states and communities affected, as well as the international community, from addressing the issue of gross and systematic human rights violations globally and holistically, and putting in place an international scheme of reparations under the auspices of public international law. This is a point of major, broader significance for the debate on the contribution of private law remedies and procedures to global justice. But she also is right in drawing a mildly optimistic final conclusion: transnational private law suits may be all we have and can realistically expect in the near future.

Rachel Chamber's article on home state litigation as a way to fill the lacuna in corporate legal accountability for human rights violations perpetrated in host states demonstrates that home state litigation, or, as it is also known, 'foreign direct liability', remains one of the few tools for vindicating human rights violations and therefore, despite its limitations, it could be an important step towards filling the lacuna in corporate legal accountability for human rights violations perpetrated in host states. But her research also reveals the broader significance of home private litigation for corporate abuses of human rights in host countries: scarce as it may be, it could lay the seeds for the development of a principle of universal jurisdiction for human rights violations based on the avoidance of a denial of justice.119

However, as Peter Muchlinski shows in his review of foreign direct liability cases, the prospect of denial of justice does not always tip the balance in favour of claimants. Claims arising from the Bhopal disaster in India, resulting from the activities of the US-owned MNE, Union Carbide, were denied a hearing in the US.120 One is tempted to take a rather cynical view of the future of foreign direct liability in US courts when the MNE is primarily

119 A natural law principle magnificently articulated in the Code Napoleon in 1804: 'Le juge qui refusera de juger, sous pretexte du silence, de l'obscurite ou de l'insuffisance de la loi, pourra etre poursuivi comme coupable de de& de justice'. See also Lubbe v Cape [2000] 1 WLR 1545 (HL) at 1560.
120 Unlike in the UK in Lubbe v Cape, the US Bhopal case was unsuccessful on grounds of forum non conveniens, as India was seen as the more appropriate forum for the claims against Union Carbide for the Bhopal Gas plant disaster; see Muchlinski, PT (1987) 'The Bhopal Case: Controlling Ultrahazardous Industrial Activities Undertaken by Foreign Investors' 50 MLR 545. At the time of writing, after 25 years, an Indian court has finally passed short terms of imprisonment on Indian cadres of Union Carbide for criminal offences that led to the tragedy, a final act that can only be described as an effective denial of justice for the thousands of innocent victims of the disaster.
American-owned and not, as in the South African litigation, foreign. Nevertheless, foreign direct liability continues to be primarily a common law phenomenon, but, as Muchlinski’s article also shows, it has started, inevitably, to spread also to non-common law countries such as France, Belgium and Italy. Muchlinski argues that: ‘The development of foreign direct liability litigation … can be seen as a development involving a cultural position on the responsibility of corporate actors that is increasingly transnational and shared across national legal and social boundaries’. It remains true, however, that structural and cultural differences between national legal orders remain and can make an important difference in the progress of this development, as the French case of Lipietz v SNCF,\footnote{Conseil d’État, 21/12/2007, No 305966 (Recueil Lebon); see Grosswald Curran, V (2008), ‘Globalization, Legal Transplantation and Crimes against Humanity: The Lipietz Case’ 56 American Journal of Comparative Law 363.} discussed by Muchlinski, shows. The decision of the Conseil d’État in that case, declaring the administrative courts incompetent to adjudicate a compensation claim against the French National Railway Corporation (SNCF)\footnote{The SNCF was held to have been obliged to comply with the state deportation orders at the time and could not be liable for administrative malpractice, only potentially for a separate private fault which, however, would fall under the jurisdiction of private justice (’justice judiciaire’). See, for further analysis, Peter Muchlinski’s paper in this volume.} for the forced transportation of French Jewish citizens to Germany at the time of the German occupation of France during the Second World War, indicated that claimants could still in principle address their claims to the private law courts, something they never actually did as their chances of succeeding were considered very poor. This is mainly because in civil law countries the divide between civil and criminal proceedings is not as sharp as in common law jurisdictions, and claims for human rights violations need to be tested, first, in criminal courts that will also deal with any tort claims by victims (participating as ‘partie civile’ in the criminal process, a procedure unknown in common law countries). Criminal courts are not able, however, to manage claims of compensation as well as civil courts, as the French practice has shown, especially when the evidence is buried in the distant past. The combination of a strict jurisdictional divide between administrative and private law competences\footnote{This division of jurisdiction required the defendant to be acting primarily as a public enterprise for administrative courts to have competence, and not merely as a ‘mixed economy’ enterprise as the SNCF did during the war years in France.} and the practice of adjudicating victims’ compensation claims in criminal courts, is likely to cause direct foreign liability to remain an almost exclusively common law phenomenon for the foreseeable future. From a global perspective, Muchlinski’s article shows that ‘style’ of legal orders still matters, and that the chances of private law acting as a portal or wormhole leading to a brave new world of fusion between the private and the public are considerably slimmer in so-called civil law jurisdictions.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The role of private law remedies and procedures in the present conditions of globalisation cannot be exhaustively captured and analysed in a single collection. This is very much work in progress, and a significant number of important types of wrongs such as biogenetic or environmental harm still need to be addressed. Nevertheless, the studies assembled here show the extent to which the use of private law remedies and procedures
in diverse contexts results in a ‘bottom-up’ drive to legal globalisation, defying at the same time traditional classifications and divisions; and the extent to which private law remedies and procedures are the means of a transnational pursuit of restorative justice for individuals and communities, and catalysts of legal pluralism. Not contingent on national or international politics and linked to private interest, they benefit from the profit-driven financial globalisation, tools in the hands of global multi-million law firms turning claims into multi-lateral private investments.

Financial globalisation has turned private law claims into a separate asset class, through third-party funding of private litigation.\(^{124}\) Transjurisdictional conversations between courts are increasing. Restorative justice has entered the financial markets, and private law litigation, often trans-border and often outside the investor’s jurisdiction, is enabled by the pursuit of profit. And the increasing use and popularity of ADR mechanisms and practices in many jurisdictions across the world amounts to a significant alternative private law empowerment of victims of global wrongs, especially in developed Western countries but also, as Michael Palmer shows in his article, in important transitional democracies, most importantly China.

The global use of private law remedies and procedures is not without its enemies (sovereign states and others, such as MNEs), and does not come without undesirable collateral effects, as I have tried to show. But curtailing global private law litigation by erecting new national jurisdictional firewalls looks, at the time of writing, as unattractive as curtailing the global economy by means of national isolationist measures. Let global capitalism fund the pursuit of justice for at least some of its victims. He who wounds has also the power of healing.\(^{125}\)

\(^{124}\) Typically, an investment fund pays all or part of the claimant’s legal fees, then takes a share of the damages won, say 10–40%. The London-managed hedge fund MKM Longboat revealed in 2007 plans to invest $100million (£50.5million) to finance European lawsuits: see http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/columnists/article3080766.ece (last visited 9 July 2010). As reported in the New York Times, at least one major global financial corporation, Credit Suisse, has a unit devoted to investing in one side of a lawsuit in exchange for a share of any winnings. Juris Capital, a Chicago firm backed by two hedge funds, also does this, together with several other hedge funds: Glater, JD (2009) ‘Investing in Lawsuits, for a Share of the Awards’ New York Times 3 June. Third-party funding is also well-established in Australia. In the UK the Civil Justice Council, which advises the Lord Chancellor on civil legal issues, considers such funding arrangements an ‘acceptable option for mainstream litigation’.

\(^{125}\) As in Richard Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde.